Little Ones can Grow with God’s
Features

(CCC)
Article9 THE NINTH COMMANDMENT
I. Purification of the Heart
2517 …Remain simple and innocent, and you will be like little children who do not know the
evil that destroys man’s life.306
Article2 “OUR FATHER WHO ART IN HEAVEN”
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II. “Father!”
2785 …a humble and trusting heart that enables us “to turn and become like children”:41
for it is to “little children” that the Father is revealed.42
Matthew 18:3 - "And said: Amen I say to you, unless you be converted, and become as little
children, you shall not enter into the Kingdom of Heaven."
Matthew 19:24 - "But Jesus said to them: Suffer the little children, and forbid them not to
come to Me.”
From the Book of Heaven
V30 – 2.6.32 - “Blessed daughter, how Beautiful is your course in Our Will. And although you
are the little atom, We can raise you as We want. Little ones can grow with Our Features that
are like Us; We teach Our Divine Ways, Our Celestial Science, in a way that she forgets the
rough ways and the ignorance of the human will. For those that are great, they are already
formed, and little or nothing can We redo. And then they are used to living as great, according
to the human volition, and miracles are needed to destroy habits, if one can even be able to.
On the other hand, the little ones are easy for Us, nor does it cost Us so much, because they do
not have any radical habits, at the most they have some fleeting impulse that one little Word
of Ours, a Breath of Our Light, is enough so that she does not remember it any more. Therefore,
be always little, if you want that My Divine Will, acting as true Mother, raises you, so that all
the Glory be Ours and also yours.
“Now, You Must Know that a repeatedly renewed act forms the habit, and since an act
that never ceases is only of the Supreme Being, if the creature feels herself in possession of an
act that always repeats, it means that God has enclosed His Life, His Way, in that Act. A
continuous act is Life and Divine Act, and only one who lives in My Divine Will can feel in herself
the Power, the Virtue, the miraculous Strength of an Act that never ceases, because having
been raised by Us, it is not easy to stray from Our Ways, and to not feel in herself the Life and
the continuous Acts of He who has raised her. Therefore your running, always feeling the
extreme need of finding Our and your life in the Fiat, in Its Acts, it is We who run in you in order
to remain in Our incessant Acts. And while We run, you run together, such that Our Acts that
are in you have common life with Our Acts that are outside of you. And as you feel the extreme
need, in the same way We feel the extreme need of Love to make your littleness go around in
all the Acts of Our Fiat. Therefore you, not being capable of containing them all in yourself, by
your going around in them, you take part for however much more you can. Therefore you run,
you always run; rather, I say We always run, because there is no greater Grace that I can give
to the creature, than making her feel in herself the Virtue of a continuous Act.”
FIAT!!!
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